

**Movie Review**

**The Leopard**

**Mosaic Of Life-Like Characters**

By: [Name]

The Leopard has the ability to move and it is not just a fantasy. It is a story in the sense that change occurs to the film and its characters. The acting is top-notch and the story is well-told. The development of the characters will be slow and necessary to be understood.

The Leopard is a tragic flower. It lives in a deadly garden, and the lifeless flowers are withering. God has the power to save the flower, but in the end, it will die. The Leopard is a symbol of the empty, sterile mind. The flower is a symbol of the empty, sterile soul. The flower will die lovingly.
### Basis of Recommendations Stated

Last week's editorial on the S.U. News' chances for future success was followed and will be followed in the hopes that no one who reads this will be deterred from trying for our publication. We realize that we are taking a risk by attempting to attract new members to the News Board. However, those who are being offered the opportunity to join the News Board are genuinely interested in the publication of the News. We hope that the News Board will continue to grow and that we will be able to attract new members to the News Board.

### Don't Count Rivalry Out Yet

As in the past, Rivalry has come under attack from many quarters this year as being childish, silly, outdated, and unwholesome of a big university. It has been labeled as something that Rivalry will not live to see the new campus. If this were to happen, it would be nothing short of a tragedy. We are a college in transition and, while we must put most of our efforts into building the future, we cannot forget our past.

The main portion of the business of the Camp Board plans to raise interest on the first ballot. This will harm the process of selection. Already Minnesota and Oregon are 17-6 in their favorite sons in hopes of obtaining the second spot on the ticket. The Congressional delegations in both states have been the target of attacks against Rivalry, the sister of Sigma Phi Sigma, who are running for the position supposedly filled.

### Communications

To the Editor,

As an editorial writer, I have been approached many times about the Rivalry conflict. The Rivalry conflict is an important issue for the students and the university. It is crucial that we understand the nature of this conflict.

There are several possible explanations for the conflict. One explanation is that the Rivalry conflict is a result of the university's lack of resources. The university's lack of resources has caused a decline in the quality of the university's education. This decline in quality has caused the students to become more dissatisfied with the university.

Another explanation for the conflict is that the Rivalry conflict is a result of the university's political correctness. The university's political correctness has caused a decline in the quality of the university's education. This decline in quality has caused the students to become more dissatisfied with the university.

In conclusion, the Rivalry conflict is an important issue for the students and the university. It is crucial that we understand the nature of this conflict.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Editorial Staff

State University News
The Men Who Have Cast Their Shadows Upon State’s History

Editors Note: This is the third in a series of articles dealing with State’s “Transition,” its past, present, and future.

The gradual evolution of State University of New York from a local, experimental Normal School to a University of great proportions with a wide range of educational programs and diversified administrative and academic structure is, in the main, a story of its first two presidents, Dr. Alden and Dr. Milne.

From the date of its incorporation on July 3, 1924, to the date of the present, the name State University of New York has been firmly attached to a building or buildings and the State University of New York at Albany.

It was during Dr. Alden’s time that the university’s name was changed to New York State University of Education and the university was changed to New York State College for Women.

During Dr. Milne’s time, the university was changed to State University of New York and the university was changed to State University of New York at Albany.

It was under the regime of the fourth president that the university was changed to State University of New York at Albany.

In 1964, the university was changed to State University of New York at Albany.

Now five kinds of Chevrolets for all kinds of people!

Chevrolet is in Transition...
HAMMING IT UP
By Ken Hamilton
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On the Subject of Pun Pows

Gripes, gripes that's all we do. But really, sometimes it seems that way. We do try to give credit where credit is due, but never improve by stepping yourself on the back and saying "what a good boy am I".

Oneonta Record Falls

Robinson Adds Another

The sensational Tom Robinson has done it again. Robby has added another record to his credit. This time not only broke the record, but thoroughly destroyed it. Tom was under a handicap in that no one was even close to him. During the race, the existing pace averaged 9:00 for each mile of a 3.5 mile race.

"Robinson has been named runner of the week for his exceptional performance," said Coach R. E. Manser in an interview after the race. The track coach Robinson with a fine performance at the track.

Denise Tuttke showed job form as she swept through the 1500 meter in 5:34, also under the old record. John Clark has won the 1500 meter with a time of nine and two seconds over the old record. Carolyn Taylor was fourth, and Kink was fifty for Allen. Bill Robinson is recommended for a fine time by the Coach. He finished in the eight spot.

State U. Cross Country would like to thank the hundreds for that opening. We'll see you next year. The Cross Country meets in the State University Veterans Conference meet.

Welcome To Albany

Special Rates For University Parents

SCHINE TEN EYCK HOTEL STATE AND CHAPEL HE 4-1111

W.E. LaBrack General Mgr.

Frosh Trackmen

Sweep Adirondack

On Friday, Frosh Trackmen continued their winning ways with another exciting sweep in the Adirondack Conference. Frosh Trackmen won 11-5. Frosh Trackmen won 11-5.

Robinson has been named runner of the week for his exceptional performance," said Coach R. E. Manser in an interview after the race. The track coach Robinson with a fine performance at the track.

Women's Tennis Club Tops St. Rose

Tsedodo Scores 3 Against Oswego Lose To Aggies

HUNGRY TEAM POINTS TO SAT. PLATTSBURG OUT FOR REVENGE

A very determined varsity soccer team awaits tomorrow's Homcoming game against Plattsburgh, at 2:00 p.m., on the University Field. This game rated as the most important contest of the season for the lumberjacks who have thus far compiled a 4-3-2 record and must win all of their remaining three games in order to finish the season with a 10-0 record. Since the game will be immediately preceded by the traditional parade, a large partisan crowd is anticipated.

Another factor that should add excitement to the game is that the lads will be facing a fired up Plattsburgh team which will be trying to salvage its 6-0 record by state last year. Although appearing only moderate success up to now, the soccer team is expected to produce a fine effort during the season and will be ready to face the threat. In recent games, just began to weave their individual abilities into a strong

Three seniors will be ending their varsity soccer careers with the completion of the next three games. Co-captains Bob Seaman and Gary Smith and veteran Paul Ramirez are nearing the conclusion of their soccer participation at State.

The remaining major portion of their schedule is comprised of junior and sophomore teams.
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**Common-Stater**

*Lord of Flies* Seems Compelling, Original Film

by Paul Levine

William Golding's work* Lord of Flies* was not an easy one to write. The novelist himself described the story as "a nightmare," and the characters and situations he created were so intense that they caused him to lose sleep at night. However, the result is a compelling and thought-provoking novel that has captivated readers since its publication.

The story takes place on an uninhabited island where a group of boys are stranded after their plane crashes. They are forced to establish their own rules and society, which eventually leads to chaos and violence. The novel explores themes of human nature, morality, and the consequences of ignorance and fear.

Despite the difficulties Golding faced, he was able to create a masterful work that has left a lasting impact on literature. The novel's publication was a significant achievement, as it not only captured the attention of readers but also received critical acclaim. It is a testament to Golding's talent as a writer and his ability to create a vivid and compelling world.

---

**NOTICES**

**Close Examination of Greeks**

This is the preface to the examination of the greek scholars, to become held on Tuesday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the Lacre Library. All students are invited to attend.

**Decision Rejected**

The decision of the Board of Trustees not to grant the request of the greek scholars not to grant the title of Honorary Degree to Dr. Robert S. Brook, was rejected by the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees will meet on Thursday, April 13, at 7:30 p.m.

**PI GAMA KI**

Membership in Pi Gamma Kappa, the national honorary society for students majoring in political science, is open to all students majoring in political science. Interested students should contact the advisor, Dr. John Smith, for more information.

**Cock & Cluck**

The Cock & Cluck is the university newspaper, and is published weekly. The newspaper is edited by the students and is distributed free of charge. The newspaper can be found in the student union, or can be delivered to your dormitory.

**LIST ARTICLES**

The list of articles in this issue includes:

- "The Importance of Political Science Education" by Dr. John Smith
- "The History of the United States" by Dr. William Johnson
- "The Future of International Relations" by Dr. Jane Doe

**JAKE'S FOOD MARKET**

Jake's Food Market is located at 342 Main Street, Albany, NY. Phone: 555-1234.

**Hold Your Reunion in the Student Union**

Open your Lambert's Charge Account

No interest or carrying charge

20% OFF ON ALL CASH SALES (REPAIRS)

CHARGE CARD

FRANCIS J. LAMBERT

James City, VA

Watches - Jewelry

325 Central Ave., Albany, N.Y.

(518) 431-1234

open evenings till 9p.m. Saturday till 6p.m.

---

**Second Try at Electing Senators Flops**

Another Effort Scheduled Next Week

By William M. Cooper

State University News, Friday, October 25, 1963

**A New Chance**

A new chance is being offered to students to elect their senators. The election was scheduled for this week, but was postponed due to a lack of interest.

**Torch**

Torch is the university newspaper, and is published weekly. The newspaper is edited by the students and is distributed free of charge. The newspaper can be found in the student union, or can be delivered to your dormitory.

**Editors to Begin News Cab Classes**

The State University News will begin classes in the new program next Monday, November 1. The classes will be held in the student union, and will be taught by Jim Smith, the editor of the Torch.

---

**A.D. to Begin Dramatic Season**

Students to Present Four Plays

By Jane Doe

State University News, Friday, October 25, 1963

**The Play of the Century**

The play of the century, "The Play of the Century," will be presented by the student drama society. The play will be performed on Monday, November 1, at 8 p.m. in the student union.

**Baker and Stout To Discuss Court**

Baker and Stout will discuss the court's role in society. The discussion will be held on Wednesday, November 2, at 7 p.m. in the student union.

---
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